


which is very helpful to both of us. Shmuel is working hard 

towards change. He could have said, "Forget it. This is too 

intense for me. Forget my wife's feelings .... Forget family life ... " 

Instead he chose to work hard on himself for change. 

Shmuel and I have developed an interesting practice which 

helps my husband bond better with other men while simultane

ously helping him, me, and SSA men he knows. We invite some 

of these men to our home for meals, be it weekday or Shabbos. 

These are men whom Shmuel has met through the network of 

activities in which the SSA strugglers participate. By my expo

sure to other men facing similar issues (whether they are single 

or married), I can better understand my husband's issues. For 

the men who visit us, I believe their participation in a warm, nur

turing family environment helps them, as many of them never 

had such an environment in their youth. 

I thank God that Shmuel and l always had a good relationship. 

I'm at a point where l realize Shmuel loves me, always has, 

always will, and I feel the same way about him. This is not about 

me. There really isn't anything I can do to change the way he 

feels; only he can do that. What I can do is be supportive. Let 

him go to his men's groups without me complaining about the 

late hours. Truthfully, it's not easy for Shmuel to go out two 

evenings a week (and sometimes three if he has a therapy ses

sion). But he's doing this for US. I sometimes forget that and 

must try to always remember that whatever psychological work 

Shmuel is doing, he is doing for both of us and our family. He is 

becoming a better and better husband, father, and man. 

Yet, there are many conflicting emotions that I have gone 

through and still go through. It is not easy for me. But, general

ly, J have a feeling of acceptance and most of all, love for my 

husband. I always believed I was there for him but now that T 

understand the causes of his issues and his occasional distance (I 

have taken the time to read the literature and educate myself), I 

am even more supportive. All of us have issues. None of us are 

perfect. If we are aware of our issues and work together as a 

team, as G-d intended, then we are living a life which is true to 

our faith and ourselves. 

Best wishes to all you brave men and to your present and future 

families, 

--- Rachel 

NOTE: JONAH, Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homo

exuality, can be reached at http://www.jonahweb.org/. I strong

ly recommend that anyone affected by this issue, be it an indi

vidual struggling with the issue or a family member or a friend 

that cares about someone with the issue, reach out for help from 

JONAH. They are compassionate, caring, and have developed a 

relatively complete program to help. 




